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CGS(comprehensive Gr\"obner system, ) Weispfennig [9]
. Redlog[l], DispGB[3, 21,




, CGS . , CGS
, .
, Weispfenning Canonical CGB[10] Manubens-Montes Minimal Canonical
CGS[4] , $r_{canonicalJ}$ ,
.
2 CGS
$K$ , $L$ $K$ , $\overline{X}$ , $\overline{A}=\{A_{1}, \ldots, A_{N}\}$ .\acute $\overline{X}\cap\overline{A}=\emptyset$
. , $\overline{X}$ $T(\overline{X})$ $<\overline{x}$ . $T(\overline{A})$ $<_{\overline{A}}$
. $\overline{a}\in L^{|\lambda|}$ $f(\overline{X},\overline{A})\in K[\overline{X},\overline{A}]$ , $f(\overline{X},\overline{a})\in L[\overline{X}]$ $f$ $\overline{a}$ specilization
$\sigma_{\overline{a}}(f)$ . $H\subseteq K[\overline{A}]$ , $V(H)\subseteq L^{N}$ $H$ .
$V(H)=\{\overline{a}\in L^{N} : \sigma_{a}(h)=0 (\forall h\in H)\}$
. $V(H)\subseteq L^{N}$ $H\subseteq K[\overline{A}]$ .
CGS CGS .
1(CGS) $\mathcal{G}=\{(S_{1}, G_{1}), \ldots , (S\iota, G_{l})\}$ $F\subseteq K[\overline{X},\overline{A}]$ CGS
;
$\bullet$ $S_{1}\cup\cdots\cup S_{t}=L^{N}$ ,
$r_{\S akira\Theta kobe- u}$ ac.jp
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. $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $l$ $\overline{a}\in S_{l}$ $\sigma_{\overline{a}}[G_{i}]$ $\langle\sigma_{\overline{a}}[F]\rangle$ $L[\overline{X}]$ .
$(S_{i}, G_{i})$ $\mathcal{G}$ .
2 CGS $\{(S_{1}, G_{1}), \ldots, (S_{l}, G_{t})\}$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $l$ $\overline{a}\in S_{i}$ $\sigma_{\tilde{a}}[G_{i}]$
.
$F\subseteq K[\overline{X},\overline{A}]$ CGS . CGS $\{(S_{1}, G_{1}), \ldots, (S_{l}, G_{l})\}$
, ( $S_{i},$ $G$ $\overline{a}\in S$ $G$ ( $(K[\overline{A}])[\overline{X}]$ )
$c\in K[\overline{A}]$ , $\sigma_{\overline{a}}(c)\neq 0$ . CGS
.
3 $a,$ $b$ $x\gg y\gg t$ {bx--y, ay–x, $x+y-t$} CGS
.
( $(b+1)$ $(a+\perp)$ $!-0$ . $(b*a-1)$ $0$ ) $[(a+1)*y-t,$ $(a+1)*x-a*t]$
( $(b+1)$ $!$ $02$ $(a+1)$ $0$ ) $[ti$ $(-b-1)*yix]$
( $(b+1)$ $0$ . $(a+1)$ $0$ ) $[t,$ $x+y]$
( $(a+1)$ $!$ $0$ , $(b+1)=0$) $[t.$ $(a+1)*y*x]$
( $(b+1)$ $(a+1)$ $(b*a1)$ $!=0$) $[(b*a-1)*t,$ $(a+1)*y$ , $(a+1)*x]$
CGS , .
$((b+1)(a+1)!-0. (b*a-1)=0)[(a+1)*y-t. (a+1)*x-a*t]$
( $(b+1)$ $0$ . $(a+1)$ $0$ ) $[t,x+y]$













CGS . CGS $\mathcal{G}$ $\mathcal{G}’$
, $\overline{a}\in L^{|X|}$ , $(S, G)\in \mathcal{G}$ $(S’, G’)\in \mathcal{G}’$ $\overline{a}\in S\cap S’$




(a) $(S, G)\in \mathcal{G},$ $(S’, G’)\in \mathcal{G}’$ $(S, G)$ $(S\cap S’, G),$ $(S\backslash S’, G)$ , $(S’, G’)$
$(S’\cap S, G’),$ $(S’\backslash S, G’)$ .
(b) $\mathcal{G}$ $\mathcal{G}’$ .
2.
(a) $(S, G)\in \mathcal{G}$ $(S, G’)\in \mathcal{G}’$ $I$ $V(I)$ $S$
.
(b) $g\in G$ $g’\in G’$ , $g$ $c\cdot t$ $g’$ . $t$







1. $F$ CGS $G_{0}$ .










4. $(S, G)$ $S$
5. $(S, G)$ $G$
6.
,
. 3 4-5 .
, , $F\subseteq K[\overline{X},\overline{A}]$
CGSJ , $F$ CGS $CGS$
. . , Monte8 MCCGS
126
$F$ $1.\sim 4$ . CGS ,
. , CGS $1.\sim 4$ .
$CGS\rfloor$ MCCGS[4] , .
4 $oenonical$ $CGS/CGB$ ACGB, CCGB, MCCGS ,
canonical , .
4
CGS $\mathcal{G}=\{(S_{1}, G_{1}), \ldots, (S_{l}, G_{l})\}$ . (Si, $G_{t}$ )
, $\overline{a}\in S_{1}$ ,\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}a-[G,] $ht[\sigma_{\overline{a}}[G_{2}]]$ . $T_{i}:=ht_{\lambda}[c_{:}]$
, $\overline{a}\in S_{i}$ $T_{i}=ht[\sigma_{\delta}[G_{i}]]$ .
, $T\in \mathcal{T}_{Q}:=\{ht_{\lambda}[G_{i}]:i=1, \ldots, l\}$ , $\mathcal{G}\tau=\{(S_{i}, G_{i})\in \mathcal{G} : ht_{\overline{A}}[G_{i}]=T,i=1, \ldots, l\}$
, CGS
, . $(S_{T}, G_{T})$ ,
$\{(S_{T}, G_{T})\}$ $\mathcal{G}\tau$ $\{(S_{T}, G_{T}) : T\in \mathcal{T}_{\mathcal{G}}\}$ $1.\sim 3$ . .
$(S_{T}, G_{T})$ .
5 (Montes 2007) $\{ax+b, cx+d\}$ ( $a,$ $b,$ $c,$ $d$) CGS ,
$\{x\}$
$\{(ad-bc=0,a\neq 0)\{ax+b\}, (a=0, b=0, c\neq 0)\{cx+d\}\}$
, Motes
(ad-bc $=0\wedge(a\neq 0\vee c\neq 0)$ ) $\{ax+b,cx+d\}$
.
, , .
6 (Wibmer 2006) $\{a^{2}x-a, ax^{2}-x\}$ a) CGS




(ad-bc $=0\wedge ea+c\neq 0\wedge(a\neq 0\vee c\neq 0)$ ) $\{(ea+c)x+(eb+d)\}$
, Wibmer $b$ ,
$(ab=0\wedge(a\neq 0\vee b\neq 0))$ $\{(a^{2}+b)x-a\}$
. , (1) CGS
, (2) , .
127
5
2007 RisaCon . ,
, . ,
, , .
CGS $(S, G)$ , $g\in G$
. $g=c_{1}t_{1}+\cdots+c_{n}t_{n}(c_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $c_{n}\in K[\overline{A}]\backslash \{0\},$ $t_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $t_{n}\in$
$T(\overline{X}),$ $t_{1}>\cdots>t$ , $S$ $S=V(Z)\backslash V(N)$
$Z$ .
1. $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $n$ nf$Z($ $)=c_{i}$ ,
2. $gcd(c_{1}, \ldots,c_{\mathfrak{n}})=1$ .
.
7 $S=V(a^{2}+b)\backslash V(a)$ $f=ax^{2}-(a+b)x$ $g=x^{2}+(a-1)x$ . (
$(a, b)\in S$ $\sigma_{(a,b)}(f)$ monic $\sigma_{(a,b)}(g)$ ( monic ) )
$g$ $S$ $f$ $g$ ,
.
.
, $K[a, b]$ $a+b\equiv a-a^{2}$ mod $\langle a^{2}+b\rangle$ a $gcd_{K[a,b]/(a^{2}+b)}(a,$ $a+$
b) , $f$ $a$ $g$ .
$gcd(c_{1}, \ldots, c_{n})=1$ $gcd_{K[\overline{A}]/(Z\rangle}(c_{1,\ldots,h})=1$ .
, $gcd_{K[\overline{A}]/(Z\rangle}$ .
.
8 $I\subseteq K[\overline{A}]$ , $a,$ $b\in K[\overline{A}]\backslash I$ . $d\in K[\overline{A}]$ $I$ $a$ $b$
$a^{l}d-a\in I$ $b’d-b\in I$ $a’,$ $b’\in K[\overline{A}]$ .
9 $I,$ $a,$ $b$ , ( ) .
$D=$ { $d\in K[\overline{A}]$ : $d$ $I$ $a$ $b$ }
$\overline{d}\in D$ $c\overline{d}\in D$ $c\in K[\overline{A}]\backslash K$ .
10 $K[\overline{A}]/I$ $UFD$ $gcd(a, b)$ $K[\overline{A}]/I$ $K[\overline{A}]/I$ $UFD$
$a_{o}$ $I$
dim(I) $=0$ $I$ $K[\overline{A}]/I$ , .
dim(I) $=1$ gcd $K[\lambda]/I(c_{1}, \ldots, c_{n})=1$ . ,
7 $f$ 9 .
$I\subseteq K[\overline{A}]$ 1 , $a_{1}t_{1}+\cdots+a_{\mathfrak{n}}t_{n}\in K[\overline{A},\overline{X}]$ .
$a:\in K[\overline{A}]\backslash I,$ $t:\in T(\overline{X})$ .
1. $\{B\}\subseteq\overline{A}$ maximally independent modulo $I$ .
2. $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $n$ ,
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(a) $I+\langle a_{i}\rangle$ $0$ $K[B]\cap(I+(a_{i}\rangle)$ $b_{i}$ ,
(b) $c_{i}\in K[\overline{A}]$ $nf_{I}(c_{i}a_{i})=b_{i}$ .
3. $c:=1cm(c_{1}, \ldots,c_{n})$ .
4. $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $n$ ,
(a) $d_{i}=nf_{I}((c/q)b_{i})_{B\gg\overline{A}\backslash \{B\}}$ .
5. $d:=gcd(d_{1}, \ldots, d_{n})_{K(\overline{A}\backslash \{B\})[B)}$ ,
6. $e_{i}=d_{i}/d\in K[\overline{A}]$ .
7. $e_{1}t_{1}+\cdots+e_{n}t_{n}\in K[\overline{A},\overline{X}]$ .
. $i$ $K[\overline{A}]/I$ $c_{1}$ $d(a_{1}e_{i}-e_{1}a_{i})=c_{1}h(a_{1}d_{i}-d_{1}a_{i})=c_{1}b(a_{1}(c/b)b:-(c/c_{1})b_{1}a_{i})=$
$c$( $c_{1}a_{1}b_{i}$ $b_{1}a_{i}$ ) $=0$ , $I$ $a_{1}e_{1}-e_{1}a_{i}\in I$ . /al
$e_{t}/e_{1}$ $V(I)$ ( ) .
2 .
6
canonical CGS . ,
$\bullet$ ,. $=$ \searrow
, .
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